
HOW TO WRITE A SUMMARY IGCSE PAST

Before the exam, check how many words you write on a line, then you?ll CIE recommends this five-step process to
practise writing summary.

Everything must be directly connected to the passage and be supported by references to it. Exceeding the word
limit may indicate that the summary is not structured effectively or the ideas are not expressed clearly. But
avoid over-lengthy lifting and quoting straight from the passage. Only information given about his lifestyle is
relevant, any other information about him or other characters given in the passage is irrelevant. What exactly
do you have to write a summary on. Stick to the word limit. Exercise 4 of ESL paper, is summary writing.
Start organising the points. This will help you to keep focused on selecting relevant ideas only as you reread.
It is not as easy as it looks. Use accurate language linking words, conjunctions, sentences which read fluently,
structured paragraphs Demonstrate sufficient range of vocabulary to have more chance of getting a higher
mark for language. Above all avoid using? You will lose marks if you include points that are not directly
relevant to the topic you have been asked to write about. Content marks will only be obtained when the right
content is provided. If you have much fewer than this go back and scrutinise the passages looking for other
relevant points to add. Practise connecting phrases to create sentences, and connecting sentences to create
paragraphs. Spend about 15 minutes on this exercise, in the extended paper 2. As such, adding facts or
opinions are not suggested. Lifting of words for more than two points is not credited. Identify the main,
relevant points and write them in your own words in an organized manner. This is the part of the paper I,
personally, had the most trouble with.


